Graduates

The highlight of 1988-89 was a 20th Anniversary celebration of the founding of The CBH program. Such a grand time was enjoyed by all, especially the alumni who came from as far as Texas and New York, that a CBH National Alumni Association has been founded in hopes of organizing more frequent reunions and raising funds to endow a scholarship in memory of the founder, Dr. Charles L. Seebeck. The first presidents will be Jane Pruett Batson (1980), Jan Pruett (1975), and Jerry Pruett (1972). As a birthday present, The University, by means of President Rogers Sayers, gave a computing laboratory to the CBHP, installed in 340 Gordon Palmer.

Future Graduates

The incoming freshman class has been selected and represents the best high school seniors from Louisiana to Maryland. The average ACT score of these students is 31 and the average grade point average is 3.93.

New Graduates

The largest percentage of CBH graduates are attending law school please turn to page 3
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Honors, Honors, Honors...

The most coveted award at UA, The Algernon Sydney Sullivan Award, was received by CBH Senior Winston Gillum of Syacauga. That honor capped a year full of awards claimed by CBH students:

Phi Beta Kappa:
  Hank Cribbs
  Jeff Evers
  Tracey Yarbrough

Who's Who:
  Anita Scott
Winston Gillum
Angie Blalock

Mortar Board:
  Andrea Bailey
  Mark Bearden
  Kathy Chappelle

Omicron Delta Kappa:
  Toby Roth (elected as President)
  Kathy Chappelle.

Joe Cates received an appointment to intern in NATO headquarters in Brussels this summer, and Toby Roth was one of twenty American undergraduates selected to intern for a Member of Parliament in London this summer.

CBH Awards on Honors Day
Charles L. Seebeck Award to the Outstanding Student in the CBHP:
Winston Gillum
Gulf States Paper Corporation Kenneth Tabola Award for Most Outstanding Project in the CBHP:
Philip Segrest
H.H. Chapman Award to the Outstanding UA Student
Computer User:
  Joseph Cates
Outstanding CBH Senior:
  Joseph Cates
Outstanding CBH Junior:
  Doug Mclendon
Outstanding CBH Sophomore:
  Dean Munyon
Outstanding CBH Freshman:
  Wendy Love.

Research Projects

The CBH advanced students continue to engage in remarkable research efforts in their CBH projects:
"Instrument - only Helicopter Flight Simulator Graphics Display on IBM-PC"
"Graphics Demonstration of Electromagnetic Field Phenomena"
"Molecular Modeling and Design"
"Stock Price Effects on Market Adjustments to Information"
"Analysis of Keyboard Performance"
"Study in Avian Migration"
"Investigation of the Effect of Tax Limitation Laws"
"Automation of the Alabama Power Co. Print Shop."

Curriculum
Fascinating presentations were made to the advanced seminar by faculty, industry leaders, and the students themselves on such topics as "Computer Ethics" (a major emphasis this year in light of the "hacking scandals."), "Viruses," "Artificial Intelligence and Genetic Algorithms," "Nano Technology," and "Search Techniques." Because of the hardware and software available to all the CBH students now in the CBH lab, the advanced seminar was treated to instructional sessions on the latest versions and intricacies of "C," "PASCAL," "SPSS," "Word Perfect," "Lotus 1-2-3," "EXCEL," "Hypercard," "Pagemaker," etc.

Welcome to new board member...
Mr. Don Daniels, VP for Financial Systems/Information Systems Services, Bell South Services. He made an exciting presentation to one of the advanced seminars on his orientation visit and we look very forward to having him on the team.

The National Center for Research on Honors Students received renewed funding for 1989 from the National Collegiate Honors Council.

Outside Class
In addition to after-class picnics, the most fun CBH events were "exponentially" better than before: S^2=Sunday Sundaes (at the lake); p^6=Personal Pan Pepperoni Pizzas and Pepsi at the Pizza Hut; and F^{12}=Come for Fun, Friendship, and Fabulous Food on Friday the Fifth From Five to Five-Fifty-Five.

New Graduates

continued from page 1
or becoming accountants. In fact, Winston Gillum was appointed as one of seven American accounting graduates to Ernst and Whinney's one year leadership program. Two have accepted offers from Department of Defense agencies, and several are taking an extra semester or two to finish the baccalaureate degree while applying to UAB and Stanford Medical Schools.
Goals

Because the program continues to grow, there are always more students without a CBH scholarship than with one. And because of the caliber of the students, they all deserve one. If you can help identify avenues to raise scholarship funds, please contact Cathy Randall at (205) 348-5029, P.O. Box 870352, UA 35487. In addition to the goals of increasing the number of scholarships and establishing a National Alumni Association for CBH, 1989-90 will see the development of a proposal for a pilot computer camp for grade school children and assistance with the internationally acclaimed annual English Symposium, "Post-Typographic Literacy: The Promise (and the Peril) of Reading, Writing and Teaching with Electronic Texts," on October 26-28.

CBH Student in "Chronicle of Higher Education"

On behalf of Alabama's honors students, Wendy Love responded to an article published in the "Chronicle of Higher Education" entitled "College Honors Programs Foster Elitism and Threaten Morale." Her response was published in the April 5, 1989 issue.